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Introduction: The United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) implemented a new Kidney Allocation System (KAS) in December 2014 that is expected to substantially reduce racial disparities in kidney transplantation among waitlisted patients. However, not all dialysis facility clinical providers and end-stage renal disease (ESRD) patients are aware of how the policy change could improve access to transplantation.

Methods: We describe the ASCENT (Allocation System Changes for Equity in Kidney Transplantation) study, a randomized, controlled effectiveness-implementation study designed to test the effectiveness of a multicomponent intervention to improve access to the early steps of kidney transplantation among dialysis facilities across the United States. The multicomponent intervention consists of an educational webinar for dialysis medical directors, an educational video for patients and an educational video for dialysis staff, and a dialysis facility–specific transplantation performance feedback report. Materials will be developed by a multidisciplinary dissemination advisory board and will undergo formative testing in dialysis facilities across the United States.

Results: This study is estimated to enroll ~600 US dialysis facilities with low waitlisting in all 18 ESRD networks. The co-primary outcomes include change in waitlisting and waitlist disparity at 1 year; secondary outcomes include changes in facility medical director knowledge about KAS, staff training regarding KAS, patient education regarding transplantation, and the intent of the medical director to refer patients for transplantation evaluation.

Discussion: The results from the ASCENT study will demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of a multicomponent intervention designed to increase access to the deceased donor kidney waitlist and to reduce racial disparities in waitlisting.
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Sharing (UNOS) implemented a new kidney allocation system (KAS) in December 2014 that changed how kidneys are allocated to potential recipients across the United States. Under the previous KAS, the most important determinant of receiving a new organ was time spent on the waiting list, with the clock starting when the transplantation center placed the patient on the waitlist, rather than when the patient started dialysis treatment. Under the new allocation system, the waiting time reverts back to the time of dialysis treatment initiation for all dialysis patients. Because African Americans on average spend a longer time on dialysis before referral for transplantation evaluation compared with white patients, this is 1 major aspect of the policy that is expected to reduce racial disparities in access to multiple transplantation steps. However, nephrologists and other dialysis staff may not be aware that patients with a longer time on dialysis who are not yet on the waitlist may receive a kidney transplantation more quickly under the new KAS. Because most patients with end-stage renal disease (ESRD) in the United States are initially treated at a dialysis facility, these facilities play a key role in educating patients and referring them to a transplantation center to undergo a transplantation evaluation.

Previous research suggested that multicomponent dialysis facility–based interventions conducted with the support of government agencies, such as Centers for Medicare & Medicaid and/or ESRD Networks, might be effective in improving dialysis access, which would increase vascular access and increase referral for transplantation. Audit and feedback reports, otherwise known as performance feedback reports, were used in poorly performing dialysis facilities. Furthermore, research showed that when clinical interventions had a substantial evidence base, and there was need for expediency in ensuring the intervention was rapidly translated from research into practice, an effectiveness-implementation hybrid study design might be particularly useful to increase the usefulness and policy relevance of clinical research. Such a hybrid model allows for evaluating the effectiveness of a multicomponent intervention in a real-life setting while also assessing the implementation and potential sustainability of the intervention.

In our planned ASCENT (Allocation System for Changes in Equity in Kidney Transplantation) study, we will test the effectiveness of educating dialysis physicians, staff, and patients on this recent KAS policy change on waitlisting using this effectiveness-implementation study framework to more quickly implement the intervention into practice if it is deemed effective. We will create a multicomponent intervention consisting of a webinar for dialysis facility medical directors, an educational video for patients, an educational video for dialysis facility staff, and a dialysis facility–specific transplantation performance feedback report for medical directors detailing the transplantation performance of the facility and communicating key relevant aspects of the new KAS in context with the data of the facility. An estimated 600 dialysis facilities across the United States with low kidney transplantation waitlisting in all 18 ESRD networks will be randomized to receive either the multicomponent intervention (intervention) or a UNOS brochure describing the recent KAS change (control). We will use a randomized effectiveness-implementation study design to test the effectiveness of the multicomponent intervention among dialysis facilities with low waitlisting, with a goal of increasing access to the deceased donor kidney waitlist and reducing racial disparities in waitlisting.

**STUDY DESIGN AND METHODS**

**Study Overview**

A dissemination advisory board (DAB), including relevant stakeholders within the kidney health care system, will be convened to develop, finalize, and disseminate intervention materials among an estimated national sample of ∼600 dialysis facilities with low waitlisting. Co-primary outcomes will include (i) change in proportion of patients waitlisted, and (ii) disparity reduction in proportion of patients waitlisted in a dialysis facility after 1 year. Secondary outcomes include changes from baseline to 3 months in medical director knowledge about transplantation and KAS, as well as the intent of the medical director to refer patients for transplantation.

**Eligibility Criteria and Description of Potential Study Population**

All 18 ESRD networks will be contacted and invited to participate in this study. To encourage participation of ESRD networks across the nation, we will develop annual transplantation performance reports with tailored feedback detailing the performance of each participating network in waitlisting and transplantation compared with other ESRD networks across the United States, as well as some of the key features that will be included in the dialysis facility–specific reports. These network-level feedback reports will be shared only with ESRD network staff, rather than the dialysis facilities within their respective network.

Facilities with low waitlisting, which have at least 11 patients overall and at least 4 African American
patients, will be eligible for participation, because measured outcomes focus on disparity reduction and facilities with small proportions of African Americans; a small number of patients may be difficult to classify as a facility with a disparity. Low waitlisting will be defined as the lowest national tertile for 2014 (most recent data available) at randomization. Of the 1529 dialysis facilities meeting eligibility criteria across the United States, we estimate ~40% of those invited (600 facilities) will agree to participate (Figure 1).

Study Procedures

Dissemination Advisory Board
The DAB of partnering stakeholders will be created among study co-investigators and national partners, including the National Kidney Foundation and the American Association of Kidney Patients, dialysis facility medical directors, nephrologists, social workers, ESRD patients, researchers, key policy partners, including ESRD Network 6 leadership and staff, UNOS, and regional members of the Southeastern Kidney Transplant Coalition (an academic—community collaboration among partners in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia committed to eliminating health disparities in kidney transplantation). Stakeholder feedback regarding patient barriers to kidney transplantation and development of educational materials will ensure that these intervention materials are appropriate for dialysis facilities to understand the recently changed KAS and to help communicate information to facility staff and ESRD patients to encourage improved access to kidney transplantation. The volunteer DAB will meet via conference phone calls monthly for ~6 months to develop the multi-component intervention and finalize surveys. After materials are created, the DAB will review materials and provide feedback for improvement. Detailed information about the intervention material and the role of the DAB in developing these is described below.

INTERVENTION MATERIALS

Transplantation Performance Feedback Reports
The transplantation performance feedback report will reflect the performance of a dialysis facility with respect to kidney transplantation waitlisting and racial disparities in waitlisting, and will be provided to facility medical directors. The report will note information about the recent changes in KAS that are most relevant for the dialysis facility and will display facility-specific transplantation access performance measures, such as facility-specific waitlisting and racial disparity in waitlisting data, comparing the performance of the facility to the national average. An example potential feedback report is provided in Figure 2. The DAB will review several versions of the feedback report and discuss which layouts, content, and messages are best tailored to dialysis facilities with low waitlisting. Individualized reports will be emailed to intervention-assigned dialysis facility staff by their respective ESRD networks.

Educational Video for ESRD Patients
An ~10-minute educational video will be produced for dialysis patients, highlighting the benefits of kidney transplantation, disputing common misconceptions about transplantation, and motivating patients through real patient stories on overcoming barriers to transplantation. The video is intended to educate and encourage patients to talk to their providers about being referred for kidney transplantation. The DAB will help recruit patients for this video and provide input on the video script, length, content, and format, as well as feedback on future revisions of the video.

Educational Video for Dialysis Facility Staff
An ~10-minute educational video targeted to dialysis facility staff (nephrologists, nurses, and social workers) will be created that describes racial disparities in transplantation, recent changes in the KAS and its effort to reduce disparities, and the important role of dialysis staff in educating patients about kidney transplantation.
transplantation and being involved with patients throughout the entire transplantation process. The video will feature clinical staff, such as a social worker, nurse, and nephrologist, as well as patient testimonials to emphasize the great impact that proactive dialysis staff have on their patients’ transplantation journeys. The DAB will help create the video script content, select graphics, provide feedback on video length, and review the video to provide feedback for future edits.
Educational Webinar for Medical Directors and Facility Staff

The DAB will work with a UNOS physician representative to create and present an ~30-minute webinar targeted to dialysis facility medical directors, physicians, and other staff involved in transplantation education at the dialysis units. The webinar will discuss benefits of kidney transplantation, recent changes in KAS, implications of KAS on reducing racial disparities in waitlisting, and how dialysis facility staff can assist patients throughout the transplantation process. The webinar will be presented live with a question-and-answer session, and will also be recorded for those who cannot attend the live session. It will be hosted on the study website for ASCENT intervention facilities to access. Attendees who view the webinar will have an opportunity to receive continuing medical education credit. Many members of the DAB have experience with developing educational webinars and will ensure content is appropriate for dialysis facility medical directors and staff.

FORMATIVE EVALUATION

To study the implementation of the intervention, we will conduct in-person and online formative testing of intervention materials in 3 geographically diverse dialysis facilities to ensure that these materials are appropriate for their target populations (dialysis facility medical directors, staff, and patients). Medical directors will review and provide feedback on the following: (i) the transplantation performance feedback report; (ii) the webinar; and (iii) a baseline survey (Supplementary Appendix S1) for medical directors for use in the clinical effectiveness study. A structured interview will be conducted to receive feedback on these materials and assess whether there are any missing educational domains from the transplantation performance feedback report or webinar, and if the survey contains items relevant to medical directors and other clinicians involved in transplantation education within the dialysis facility. During formative testing, we will also discuss with dialysis facility medical directors how long they believe it will take to educate staff and patients about the KAS to ensure that we select an appropriate time for follow-up to measure outcomes, using 3 months as an estimate based on previous conversations with members of the DAB.

For formative testing of the educational patient and staff videos, research staff will conduct structured interviews either in person or will administer surveys via email using a Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act-compliant SurveyMonkey (San Mateo, CA) link. Medical directors will identify staff who will be asked to view the ~10-minute staff educational video in person (either on an iPad [Apple, Cupertino, CA] or in a lunch-and-learn setting) or via the ASCENT website video link, followed by a structured, in-person interview or SurveyMonkey survey, depending on study site, to assess overall content and style, as well as any missing educational pieces or points of concern.

Dialysis patients will be identified by dialysis facility medical directors or staff and will be asked to watch the patient education video on an iPad or computer during their regularly scheduled dialysis appointment. After viewing videos, structured interviews will be conducted to assess patients’ satisfaction and understanding of the video, the impact of the video on patient intent to discuss transplantation with providers, and other ways to improve the video.

RANDOMIZED EFFECTIVENESS-IMPLEMENTATION STUDY

We will test the effectiveness and implementation of the intervention materials among approximately one-half of the estimated 600 randomized dialysis facilities in US ESRD networks to examine whether this intervention improves dialysis facility waitlisting and reduces racial disparity in waitlisting. Because there may be significant heterogeneity in dialysis facilities and patient and staff populations across the participating ESRD networks, we will randomize dialysis facilities that were not included in formative testing within each ESRD network region 1:1 to either the multicomponent intervention (transplantation performance feedback report, webinar, and educational videos) or control group (UNOS educational brochure) (Supplementary Appendix S2). At baseline, all eligible dialysis facility medical directors in both the intervention and control groups will receive an email from their ESRD network with a link to a web-based survey (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act–compliant SurveyMonkey) with informed consent as the first page. We will randomize facilities to either the control or intervention group, and in cases in which 1 dialysis facility medical director or nurse manager oversees multiple facilities that are included in the study, we will assign these facilities to the same study group to avoid cross contamination. Within 1 week of completing the baseline survey, all facility medical directors and/or nurse managers from participating facilities will be emailed and mailed materials associated with their study group assignment, and instructed to share with staff. Intervention dialysis facilities will receive an email containing all intervention materials (transplantation performance feedback report, link to
webinar, patient educational video, and staff educational video), and will also be mailed hard copies of the educational videos in DVD format and performance feedback reports. Control facilities will receive the UNOS pamphlet by e-mail and mail. After ~3 months following the baseline survey, all participating facility medical directors and/or nurse managers will be emailed follow-up surveys by their respective ESRD network contacts to assess secondary outcomes. Staff will be offered the option of a $10 gift card as incentive for participation for each survey.

**SURVEYS**

**Dialysis Facility Medical Director Baseline Survey**
The medical director will answer items regarding their kidney transplantation knowledge and knowledge of KAS, staff training and patient education activities, and intent to refer patients for kidney transplantation evaluation (Table 1; Appendix S1).

**Dialysis Facility Medical Director Follow-up Survey**
Approximately 3 months after receiving educational materials, medical directors of both intervention and control facilities will receive a follow-up survey with similar questions to the baseline survey to assess knowledge about kidney transplantation and KAS, staff training on the allocation policy, patient education, and barriers to transplantation; knowledge of KAS; and awareness about racial disparities and waitlisting performance at their own facility and nationally (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Description of baseline dialysis facility medical director survey for ASCENT Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scales</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialysis facility characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived staff knowledge and KAS training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived patient knowledge, transplantation education, and barriers to transplantation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical director knowledge of transplantation, KAS, and racial disparity in transplantation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical director referral practices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KAS, Kidney Allocation System.

**CO-PRIMARY OUTCOME MEASURES AND STATISTICAL ANALYSES**

**Change in Waitlisting and Waitlisting Disparity**
We will calculate change in the proportion of patients waitlisted at facilities at 1 year preintervention and 1 year postintervention to determine if intervention facilities had higher waitlisting poststudy compared with control facilities. We will calculate facility racial disparity in waitlisting 1 year preintervention and 1 year postintervention as the difference between the proportions of African American patients versus white patients who were waitlisted within a facility. We chose the period of 1 year for 2 major reasons. First, national surveillance data on waitlisting is only available on an annual basis. Second, we expect the impact of the intervention to be strongest within a timeframe closest to the delivery of the intervention (i.e., within a year of the intervention).

To determine if there is a difference in either of these 2 co-primary outcomes among the intervention versus control facilities, we will use generalized linear models to account for potential correlation of facilities within networks and 2 sample t-tests.

**SECONDARY OUTCOME MEASURES AND STATISTICAL ANALYSES**

**Change in Knowledge About Kidney Transplantation and KAS**
At baseline and 3 months, we will assess change in transplantation and KAS knowledge among medical directors to determine the degree of knowledge improvement pre- versus poststudy. Items will include general transplantation knowledge, knowledge of KAS, and knowledge about racial disparities and waitlisting performance at their own facility and nationally (Table 1). The knowledge items will be summed, and each dialysis provider will receive a score between 0 and 9. We will calculate average change in knowledge from pre- to postintervention by study group, using t-tests to determine if medical directors from intervention facilities were more likely to improve in knowledge compared with providers from control facilities after receiving the intervention.
Change in Staff Training About Kidney Transplantation and KAS
We will assess at baseline and at 3 months what percentage of staff medical directors have been trained about kidney transplantation and KAS, as well as how the training was delivered (e.g., did they hold a training session, send an email, watch video presentations, and so on). We will evaluate changes in how knowledgeable medical providers perceived their staff were (on a scale from 1 [not at all] to 5 [extremely]) on KAS pre- to postintervention.

We will conduct paired t-tests to determine if differences in the proportion of correct items were greater for intervention facilities versus control facilities.

Change in Patient Education About Kidney Transplantation
We will ask providers at baseline and at 3-month follow-up whether they educated patients on kidney transplantation and how this information was delivered. We will also track visits to the educational video website to determine intervention dose and usage statistics. We will conduct similar analyses to determine if there was a change in the proportion of patients educated about KAS.

Change in Intent to Refer Patients to Kidney Transplantation
We will assess current referral practices of facilities by surveying the facility medical director about the estimated proportion of patients interested, eligible, and referred for transplantation in their facility at baseline and at 3 months postintervention. We will also ask questions about the estimated percentage of patients referred for transplantation by race/ethnicity and time on dialysis. We will conduct paired t-tests to determine if differences in the proportion of referred patients was greater for intervention facilities versus control facilities.

OTHER COVARIATES
To explore potential modifiers of the effectiveness of this system-level intervention, we will examine facility characteristics (region, facility size, profit status, and so on), characteristics of patients in facilities (e.g., race, insurance status, comorbid conditions, and so on), and contextual neighborhood characteristics such as poverty, education, or income level. We will include process measures for the intervention (receipt of intervention and self-report) to evaluate the potential for future dissemination of interventions to other US dialysis facilities.

IMPLEMENTATION EFFECT MEASURES
We will use an adaptation of the RE-AIM (Reach, Effectiveness, Adoption, Implementation, and Maintenance) framework for evaluating the public health impact of this health policy change. This framework builds upon the conceptual models of Rogers and Green and Krutet in this hybrid effectiveness-implementation study. Adoption will be assessed by participation and use of any intervention materials. Implementation will be assessed by calculating a composite measure, or “crude implementation index” for each facility as the sum of each secondary outcome (dichotomized at the median) of receipt and/or use of the feedback report and conduct of staff and patient education. We will explore barriers and facilitators to the use of the reports and education. We will conduct qualitative analyses of select medical directors that were successful intervention implementers (n = 3) and non-implmenters (n = 3) at 1 year via phone interviews and online surveys with medical directors from implementers and non-implmenters to assess RE-AIM measures.

SAMPLE SIZE AND POWER
Based on 2014 data, if all 18 ESRD networks participate in the ASCENT study, a total of 1529 dialysis facilities will be potentially eligible for participation, of which 368 have a waitlisting racial disparity (Figure 1). For the primary outcome of overall waitlisting proportion, if an estimated 600 facilities (300 facilities in each study group, with an average of 70 patients per facility) respond, we will be adequately powered (80% at ) to detect a small difference of 1.9% in the intervention group versus the control group based on a common waitlisting proportion of 10% at baseline (i.e., a waitlisting difference of 10% in the control group and 11.9% in the intervention group). A 2-sided Z-test (pooled) statistic and an intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.06 will be used.

For our other outcome of waitlisting disparity reduction among facilities with a racial disparity at baseline, our sample of 300 in each control and intervention group (total N = 600), will achieve 80% power (at ) to detect a minimum difference of 11% in the waitlisting disparity proportion (percentage of facilities with African American racial disparity) between the intervention and the control groups after 1 year (i.e., a disparity proportion of 21.4% in the intervention group vs. 24.0% in the control group). This calculation assumes a common baseline disparity proportion of 0.24 (24% of facilities have a disparity) at baseline and an intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.06 among patients in a facility. We will use the 2-sided
Likelihood Score Test (Farrington & Manning)\(^1^9\); the significance level of the test is 0.05.

**DISCUSSION**

Previous research documented substantial decreased access to kidney transplantation waitlisting and racial disparities in access to kidney transplantation.\(^6\) A major policy change in the national kidney transplantation allocation system in December 2014 aimed in part at reducing racial disparities among patients waitlisted for transplantation.\(^6\) Preliminary results suggested that racial disparities might have been reduced in transplantation rates following the implementation of KAS.\(^20\) However, due to substantial disparities that existed before waitlisting,\(^2,4,21\) there were more dialysis patients who could potentially benefit from the changes in KAS by increased access to the deceased donor kidney waitlist.

Previous ESRD network—led quality improvement interventions were successful in helping to improve ESRD patient outcomes, including increasing influenza and pneumococcal vaccination rates,\(^22\) fistula placement through the Fistula First initiative,\(^11\) and kidney transplantation referrals.\(^23\) Although the support of ESRD networks is a strength for this study, there are several potential limitations of the study design. Network leadership will send both the baseline and follow-up surveys to medical directors to help with study recruitment and data collection, but it is possible that some medical directors will have lower than expected response rates due to differential network responsiveness and because the project is not mandatory, unlike other previous dialysis-facility based projects we have conducted with success.\(^10,22,24\) To address this issue, the ASCENT research staff will follow up with dialysis facilities that are unresponsive after the initial and reminder emails from their network with additional emails and phone calls to achieve maximum participation. It is also possible that medical directors may forward surveys to nurse managers. We will capture role/title within the survey to address this possibility. In addition, because ESRD network leadership is sending surveys to medical directors, a positive response bias in which facilities report that they improve but may not actually change practice may occur. To minimize this bias, we will ensure that medical directors know that facility-identifiable data are blinded to networks.

An additional limitation could be difficulty to accurately measure uptake of the intervention because of the large-scale nature of the study. For example, dialysis facility staff may report sharing patient videos with patients, but we have no way to track whether patients watched the video and/or were educated by clinicians about transplantation other than through the medical director survey. However, this study is designed to be an effectiveness-implementation study, with the goal of real-world pragmatic implementation rather than measuring efficacy of the intervention in a controlled setting in which all participants are confirmed to have received the intervention. A strength of this approach is that we will have an estimate of the effectiveness of this intervention approach in the real world, which will provide insight into whether the intervention should be disseminated to all U.S. dialysis facilities through the support of their ESRD networks. An additional potential pitfall of our study is the possibility that knowledge about KAS may increase among medical directors, but that this will not translate into changes in referral and waitlisting for the patient population. Using our process and evaluation measures, we hope to be able to hypothesize reasons for any limits to the success of the intervention.

Despite these limitations, we consider delivery of information about transplantation and the new KAS as a first step toward increasing waitlisting overall and reducing disparities in access to transplantation in the United States. In addition, we will gain essential information from our analyses and implementation measures from surveys and interviews to inform future implementation of the intervention materials to other dialysis facilities across the country. For example, some components of the intervention, such as the patient and staff videos and the medical director webinar, will be made publicly available on a website after study end. If the intervention is effective in improving waitlisting or reducing disparity in waitlisting, ESRD networks could implement the intervention among control dialysis facilities and/or other dialysis facilities not selected for participation in the study.

In conclusion, if effective, the ASCENT study interventions could help extend the reach of a national kidney allocation policy by educating dialysis facility medical directors, staff, and patients about transplantation about the new KAS and thereby increasing the potential impact of KAS on disparity reduction. Conducting this research among dialysis facilities with low waitlisting across the U.S. could help to ensure equitability by reducing racial disparities in, and increasing access to, kidney transplant waitlisting.
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